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(10 Marks)1. (a) Define a grouq.

(b) Let G be a group and let a,b,c € G'

r. if. ab: cc, then b: c,

ii. tf ac: bc, then a: b. l (20 Marks)

Define an op,eration x on ,9 bY

1
i ll0 Marks)

Shoiry that G is an
(30 Marks)

(10 Marks)

is also a generator of that
(20 Marks)

Prove the following:

(c) Let ,9 be the set of all real numbers except -1'

a*b: a+b+ab

for each a,b€ S' Show that (S,x) is a group'

Is ^9 an abelian group with this operation? Justify your answel.

(d) Let G bepgroup and suppose that (ab)2 : a2b2 for all a, b d G'

abelain group.

(a) Define a cycli,c grouq.

(b) Prove that if a is a generator of a cyciic group' then o-1

group.

(c) Let G : {1, 2,3,4) be a group with the binary operation "rnultipiication modulo 5" '

By using ih. Cuyt"y's table or otherwise, show that G is a group with this operation'

Also show that b L cyclic and fincl all the generators of G. (10 Marks)

(d) Find all the cyclic subgroups generated by the elements (1,2,3), (L,3,2) and (2,3)

in the group 53. 
- (30 Marks)



3. (a) Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Prove the following:

i. The identity element of 11 is the same of the identity element of G. (20 Marks)
ii. The inverse of an element a in I/ is the same as the inverse when we consider a

in G. (20 Marks)

(b) Let H : {2r I k e V,}. Show that 11 is a subgroup of Q*, where Q. is the group of
non-zero rational numbers with the usual multiplication.
Find the identity element of F/ and the inverse of an element a in 11 and verify the
results in (a) above. Q0 Marks)

(c) Let H : {13 e ,Sr I 00) :1 and B(3) : 3}. Prove that 11 is a subgroup of 55.

(20 Marks)

4. (a) Let 6 : G --, G' be a homomorphism between the groups G and G'. Prove that if
K is a subgroup of G, then 6(J{) is a subgroup of G'. (50 Marks)

(b) Let lR* be the group of non-zero real numbers with usual muitiplication as the binary
operation. Define a mapping d , IR* -----_> lR.* bV Q@) : 12 for each z € IR*. Show
that @ is a homomorphism and find the kernei of /. " (30 Marks)

(c) Let G be a group and let g € G. LeF ds ; G -G be definedt'y Qn@) : gr for
r € G. For which g e G is $n a homomorphism? ,i (20 Marks)

(d) An automorphism of a group G is an isomorphism with itseif. Show that the map
in : G --+ G defined by in@) : grg-1 is an automorphism of G, where G {s a group
and g, r € G. (h Marks)

I
rl

(10 Marks)

Let .H be a subgroup of a group G. Prove that the left cosets of f/ in G partition G,
that is, the group G is the disjoint union of the left cosets of. H in G. (30 Marks)

Findthepartition of Z6into theleftcosetsof thesubgroup H:{0,3). (30 Marks)

Find all cosets of the subgroup ( ) in the group Zp. AIso find the index of (a) in
Zn. (30 Marks)

5. (a) Define the tef,cosets of a subgroup in a group.

(b)

(")

(d)



(a)LetNbeanormalsubgroupofagroupG.ProvethatthesetG/N:{oNIaeG}
ofleftcosetsof'nMinGisagloupundertheoperation(a,nf)(b/f):ablfdefinedon
it (this sroup is caiied the factor g';;ia and N)' Q0 Marks)

(b) If G is abelian' prove that G/N is also abelian' Q0 Marks)

(c) Let G : Ztabe a group with addition modulo 18 and N : t0,6,12} be a normal

subgroup of G' Find the factor g'o;f of G and I{' (30 Marks)

(d) Let G be the set of matrices of the *'* lfi ?l -"u let ]/ be the set the matrices

lo !l , *n"ru a, b € R" If G is a gro'up under the matrix multiplication
ofthetormlo rr . ",::;,""-*,
and .F/ is a subgrolp of G, then show that /{ is a normal subgroup of G'(20 Marks)
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